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Abstract
The rapid evolution of technology has freed the written word from the physical page. In the
current era, it can be argued that the primary means of access to text is digitally mediated. This
has given unprecedented reach to any individual with access to the Internet. However, the rate
at which a human can absorb such information remains relatively unchanged, in particular in
the case of linguistically and/or culturally complex data. Results in computer science continue
to advance in areas of linguistic analysis and natural language processing, facilitating more
complex numerical inquiries of language. This commoditisation of analytical tools has led to
widespread experimentation with digital tools within the humanities: recent initiatives such
as DARIAH1 , CENDARI2 or TIC-Belgium3 try to foster the use of computational methods and
the reuse of digital data by and between researchers and practitioners alike.
A key question emerges: to what extent do these digital tools reveal signal, and to what
extent are they merely responding to noise? This is a question of particular import to humanities researchers, for whom the difference between signal and noise may shift from project to
project and from interpreter to interpreter, not to mention from linguistic context to linguistic
context. Scholars currently must resort to a vehicular language (in Europe and North America, generally English) in order to find patterns between cultural and linguistic contexts. This
approach is not wholly satisfying, however, where the sensitivities surrounding the object of
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study are high, meaning that speakers would choose specific words and phrases with great
care, aware of the resonances of the choices.
Discourse regarding cultural traumas, such as war, occupation, economic collapse, environmental disaster, or other major disruption to national identity and social cohesion, present
a clear example of this kind of issue: culturally specific, and yet present at some level or other in
nearly every cultural narrative. The international SPECTRESS network4 had hoped to provide
a new approach to fostering cross-cultural dialogue regarding the impact of and responses to
cultural trauma by topic modelling discourse around traumas, and seeking similar clustering
effect across language- and event-specific contexts. The challenge with this approach was that
appropriate corpora were generally too small to produce reliable models and results. However,
initial experiments were not able to answer one key question of interest to both the computer
scientists and the humanists in the project team: how small is too small?
We focus on the study of language and the semi-automatic discovery of topics in textual
data. In order to extract meaning we use two algorithms, both often referred to as “topic modelling techniques”: Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) (Landauer et al., 1998) and Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003). Both algorithms construct matrices to try to determine
topics within a set of texts by clustering similar words. These approaches both encode key
assumptions about the statistical properties of the language, with statistical and stochastic aspects included. Whilst LDA is the most widely used algorithm in the literature these past years,
we believe that a benchmarking study should include more than one take at the data, which is
why we are comparing LDA and LSA. Both models also need a certain amount of input data to
produce viable results – a notion that still has to be determined, as pointed out by Greene et al
(Greene et al., 2014). Unfortunately, it is unclear how much data is enough. This lack of clear
understanding of minimal functional corpus size poses a serious threat to topic modelling’s
viability as humanistic methodology. Topic modelling is currently an approach humanists are
very aware of and see potential uses for (following the work of Jockers (Jockers, 2013; Jockers and Mimno, 2013) and others), but as many humanistic corpora are on the small side, the
threshold for the utility of topic modelling across DH projects is as yet highly unclear. Unstable topics may lead to research being based on incorrect foundational assumptions regarding
the presence or clustering of conceptual fields on a body of work or source material. Stable
topics, however, indicate that the random component in the process has been minimised and
the topics given do possess a coherence worthy of further investigation by a trained human, as
advocated by Chang et al (Chang et al., 2009).
Building on previous work by Munnelly et al (Munnelly et al., 2015), we propose a methodology to try to determine how large a corpus must be to establish a stable model, with an added
twist: whilst topic modelling techniques are language-independent, i.e. “use[] no manuallyconstructed dictionaries, knowledge bases, semantic networks, grammars, syntactic parsers,
or morphologies, or the like.”(Landauer et al., 1998), the morphology of the language processed
can influence the size of the corpus required to build a stable set of topics. In order to do so,
we compare French and English topic models from a bilingual corpus of articles.

Methodology We use the DBpedia (Auer et al., 2007) interlanguage links for the English language (interlanguage-links_en.nt) to search for every DBpedia URI existing in French and
in English5 .
With all DBpedia URIs having a match – and linked via the owl:sameAs predicate – in both
languages, we then parse both long_abstracts_en.ttl and long_abstracts_fr.ttl files
to extract their respective long abstracts.
This process carried through, we decompose the resulting files in a number of smaller files:
one for every DBpedia entity, each containing its abstract. With both corpus segments constituted, it is possible to apply LSA and LDA. The resulting models are stored and measured. The
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corpora are reduced in size, LDA and LSA re-applied, models stored, and corpora re-reduced,
iteratively, each time recording the topic results.
Topic models are compared manually between languages at each stage, and programmatically between stages, using the Jaccard Index (Real and Vargas, 1996), for both languages.
A large deviation between stages indicates a loss of representativeness between models.

Perspectives By applying our methodology on parallel corpora, we try to determine whether
the minimum sample size for a representative topic model is consistent across the two languages studied, i.e. French and English. Using the built-in multilingualism of DBpedia, it becomes possible to reapply the methodology on most written languages.
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